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TIIE CORRELATION CONNECTIONS BETWEEN AIR

TEMPERATURE AND PRECIPITATION CHANGES IN
ARMENIA ON THE CONTEXT OF CLIMATE CHANGE
Galstvan Hrachuhi, Trahel Vardanyan
Yerevan State UniversitY, Armenia

In the article temporal and spatial variability of average air lemperature and
precipitation changes in Arminia in 1961-2012 are analyzed. Moreover, the
mentioned parameters have been discussed together on the context of climate
precipitation
change. The long-tenn measurements data of air temperature and
norn-+t stations of national meteorological services of Armenia have been
studied and the changes are compared for finding out correlation connections'

The graphs of the changes are built and the maps of distribution of temperature
utta p'r".ipltation changes are compiled. The analyzes of average air temperature
and'prec'ipitation changes are done using Hubert segmentation test results'
precipitation
According to the test, in Armenia the air temperature increases and
of
deviations
greater
decreases. Some regularities have been observed: the
regions
precipitation (both positive and negative) are observed in high mountain
'(uUorr"
1900 m). The increasing trend of air temperature is getting smaller from
positive and
altitudes to high, while the trend of precipitation changes (both

iow

negative) increases from low aititudes to high'

REDUCING THE NUMBER OF CAR TRIPS THROUGII
CARPOOLING
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and
Carpooling (sharing a privately owned vehicle for the duration of a trip
for
solution
effective
an
extremely
represent
io its expenses) could
noise
"oiriUrriiig
and
air
reduce
to
thus
and
reducing tie numbei of car trips/individual
pollutioi. Beside the environmental advantages' carpooling could also contribute
io ,.rrorr"y savings. However, carpooling is only seldom use for day to day trips.
as
The aimof this study is to understand the factors that contribute to carpooling
type
particular
for
use
carpooling
encourage
could
well as the motivations that
for
of trips. Four type of trips were chosen to be analyzed: carpooling for work,
drivers
1207
of
A
sample
for leisure.
childien, shopping,
-online und "urpooling
questionnaire regarding carpooli:rg practices as well as
answered un
carpool
attitudes toward cars, and environment. 634 drivers were classified as
users and the most frequently used carpooling tlpe $'as carpooling for shopping
and leisure. The resulis have showed that different reasons underlie different
tlpes of carpooling and that environmental reasons play a significant role in
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